
How to get the most out of your studies? 
 

Rule one: distinguish between university and everyday life 

Many students, entering the first year of the university, are fixated on their studies and by the end of the 

first semester they turn into zombies. 

Of course, we all came to study and get a higher education, but you can't live by study alone - you need to 

change the situation, be distracted, forget about your educational responsibilities at least for a while. Yes, 

advice is what you need, but how to really do it? 

To begin with, you need to take the proverb as a rule: "It's time, fun is an hour", just don't take it too 

literally. 

The fact is that study and student problems associated with it should remain within the walls of the 

university. 

You should not load on weekends and, moreover, spoil your mood for the upcoming holidays, vacations 

and travel. I mean, at the university, you need to iron 100%, but after leaving the steam, switch your 

thoughts and tune in only to the positive. 

The student should live with the understanding that he has freed his thoughts as much as possible for the 

weekend - it's time to load them with something more enjoyable than studying, knowledge, tails and 

retaking. 

At the same time, you need to make a lot of efforts in order to really keep up with studying at the 

university, and not pull unnecessary knowledge into the house, family. 

If you learn to live like this, then not only your studies will be remembered, but also the weekend spent 

having fun with friends, relatives, loved ones and loved ones. 

Such memories are dear, and the student body will fly by in an instant. For someone, such a routine of life 

will become the very long-awaited happiness. 
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Rule two: don't go from one extreme to another 

There is another kind of students, which I tentatively call "Student without brakes." Unfortunately, in 

student life there is an overwhelming majority, and the main credo of the student body is to have fun all 

day long. 

 

The idea is good, however, not everyone succeeds in implementing it - inevitable expulsion for systematic 

absenteeism and low academic performance overtakes. 
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For such, student years is a really happy time, only study is in last place. 

Well, you have to say platitudes: the main task of a student is to get a diploma of a young specialist, and 

not to hang out, so in any case, you need to find at least a little free time for study. 

The semester flies by in an instant, but the upcoming session becomes the main cause of increased 

nervousness and even stress. Avoiding such emotional mood swings requires looking for a middle ground 

in everything, and the student body is no exception. 

If you combine exemplary study during the semester and exciting entertainment in your free time, you get 

a happy life filled with unforgettable events, pleasant memories, fateful decisions and fun all year round. 

 

Rule three: find a soul mate 

Students without love are a sad time. When else to love, if not in the ardent student years? 

Friends and parents are sacred, but nevertheless, a long-awaited and understanding "second half" should 

appear, on which it is necessary to throw out all the unspent energy, positive emotions and positive. 

It is better not to hesitate here, it is advisable to find a worthy match for yourself in the first year. 

There will be many such passions for the entire student body, but the maximum adrenaline rush is 

guaranteed for all five years of study. 

Romantic feelings inspire, give a feeling of boundless happiness, lift to the clouds and allow you to live 

every day unforgettably. And what is a bad source of happiness, especially when you are 20 years old, 

and you are on the right path to higher education? 

When love settles in the heart, it becomes much easier to study, live and create, and all student adversities 

are perceived not so tragically. 

 

Ardent feelings smooth out sharp corners, allow you to survive misunderstandings with teachers and 

parents, do not lead to depression and always provide an excellent mood. 

So you shouldn't lead a reclusive life, focusing exclusively on your studies, it's time to look around and 

see true love next to you. 

By the way, romantic relationships in college very often end in weddings and strong families for the rest 

of their lives.  


